Abstract

The collection of information from the space is too difficult because of the huge difference in the environment from earth. From studies researchers concluded space operational robotics (SOR) helps a lot for information gathering through space. In this paper, space operational robotics collected information from the space and send to earth for the further use in new inventions. The specific gathered information is real time monitored simultaneously by various devices on the earth by researchers and scientists. This real time monitoring mechanism is followed by using one new approach named as moonshot thinking. The major goal of moonshot thinking is to find out the radical solution without investigating the potential risks will occur in future. This overall scenario is managed with the support of SOR. This SOR complete its operation in two different steps. At first step, SOR collect information from space through intelligent sensors that are embedded on it and in the second step, SOR itself performs mining on collected information while utilizing installed software’s on SOR body. The main significance to use the concept of mining on SOR is only sending filtered or mined information that will be definitely useful information on the earth. The additional benefit to use this new designed methodology is it
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reduces human time, effort, energy and correspondingly save space robotics memory (SRM). Only theoretical analysis has been investigated by authors by considering different data sets of atmospheric conditions with its different attributes. The nature of information received on earth during real time monitoring by space operational robotics is plays very important parameter of this paper.
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